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The largest dolphin in this year’s Big Rock Fishing Tournament
was a 54.1 lb fish which is 6 pounds larger than last year’s largest
fish. This year, the Big Rock Tournament documented more
large 30+ lb fish than previous years and we have received a few
reports of large fish being caught in the SAB with 68+ pound fish
landed off Charleston, SC. This past spring, we received several
reports of large 60+ pound dolphin being landed off southern
Puerto Rico and in the Bahamas. We have not received reports
of this size class fish being landed in the Western Caribbean Sea
or Straits of Florida yet in 2022. Will we see those big fish this
year in the Western Caribbean Sea and Straits of Florida? We
shall see.
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2022 Dolphin Tagging Progress
A total of 67 individual vessels have participated so far in 2022, which represents an
average amount of annual participation to this point in the year, yet the number of
tagged fish to date is the 4th lowest in our 21-year history. For June alone, the
number of tagged fish is the 5th lowest in 21 years. Even our top tagging boat in the
Florida Keys, Killin’ Time II, has exuded tremendous effort (17 June outings) but only
logged 196 June tag deployments. In previous years, Killin’ Time II deployed 394
(2017), 347 (2019), 300 (2018), 285 (2020), and 166 (2021) tags in June in fewer outings
(with the exception of 2021). There are several factors that could be attributing to
fewer fish tagged. First, our assumption is with participation at the current level as
well as record tag kit distribution to date (357 tagging kits with 3,950 tags to 345
anglers), angler involvement in the DRP is not a strong factor. Second, while it’s
possible some anglers are keeping more fish (and tagging less), our tag numbers are
mostly reflective of fish less than the legal limit from Key West, FL, through SC, so
unless anglers are harvesting illegal fish (which is likely not the case), this is also not a
strong factor. Third, anglers could be making less trips due to fuel prices, illness from
COVID-19, or held back due to weather, all factors that could contribute to low
tagging numbers. Lastly, it is unknown how bait and Sargassum can influence the
ability for vessels to successfully tag or land fish, factors that merit future
research. Based on feedback from our consistent taggers, plus the amount of fishing
effort reported and logged with our program, the abundance of schoolies, and large
fish, is low so far this season from the Mexico Yucatan to South Florida, and perhaps
their arrival to the western Caribbean Sea and Straits of Florida is delayed. An
important observation to note, however, of the fish tagged off Florida (n = 422), 5 have been reported (or 1.18%), which is a low recovery
rate that suggests fish abundance should be high. While an exact cause of this year’s low tagging numbers and relationship to overall
dolphin abundance off Florida is complex and possibly an impossible comparison, it is important to publish these questions and
comparisons as we strive to better understand dolphinfish fishery dynamics in the region. For example, two of the four recoveries from
Florida-tagged fish this year were both off North Carolina for fishing tagged and released on March 28th, 2022, off Cudjoe Key by Killin’
Time II. Both of those fish moved to a very similar location but in 64 and 89 days. Why did it take so long for those fish to move to NC
when the average movement between those locations has historically been 32 days? Where did those fish go while at large? All of
these questions, comparisons, and records in this short article point to the importance of tagging to document seasonal and interannual
trends of this game fish. To get involved, request a kit at this link.
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The South Atlantic Fishery Management Council’s (SAFMC)
Dolphin/Wahoo Fisheries Management Plan calls for a
precautionary management approach to be taken when further
research may be needed to define appropriate management
measures. At its June meeting, the Council heard overwhelming
public comment on the current need for stronger precautionary
regulations to address the widely recognized decline in the size
and number of dolphin being encountered along parts of the U.S.
East Coast while further research and analysis is taking place to
understand the reasons. Among those providing public
comments were two active DRP taggers as well as our
organization (see next article below).
During the meeting, the NOAA Fisheries Southeast Science
Center presented plans to begin work on a Management
Strategy
Evaluation (MSE)
based on data from
the U.S. Atlantic
pelagic longline
fishery. The goal of
the project is to
develop an indexbased management procedure to provide information for analysis and management
evaluations of the fishery, and the DRP has been involved in the preliminary work
that has taken place. Due to SAFMC staff limitations, adequate support over the
remainder of the year for stronger precautionary measures is not possible. The
Council made the decision to move forward with the early stages of the MSE and
delay, to at least its December meeting, the consideration of stronger, precautionary
management measures through Regulatory Amendment 3. This was the second
delay for the amendment this year which means any stronger management
measures now will not be implemented before 2024 at the earliest. We will keep
you posted on future developments.
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Killin' Time II's 5-yr June Catch and Effort Analysis
We recently submitted a comment to the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (SAFMC) that provided preliminary
quantitative evidence of an increase in fishing effort for dolphinfish but a decrease in catch for a private recreational fishing vessel
monitored for the last six years (2017 to present) off the Lower Keys. This analysis was put together because, to the best of our
knowledge, all public comments on requests to strengthen the U.S. Atlantic Coast Dolphin/Wahoo Fishery Management Plan to
this point from Florida anglers have been qualitative in nature. While qualitative observations are meaningful, this analysis
provided numerical observations and outcomes, which support the majority of qualitative comments received from Florida
anglers, but does so through an examination in changes associated with a recreational vessel’s offshore dolphinfish fishing
activity. Click here to read more on Killin' Time II's tagging analysis page.

Figure 1 – All June and August fishing hours for Killin’ Time II monitored from 2017 to 2021 off the Lower and Central Keys.
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program operations (see the 990-EZ). With your support, we
have achieved outstanding results but need additional support
to finish off 2022 strong. As we stand at the end of the 2nd
quarter in 2022, we have already shipped out 357 tagging kits
and 3,950 tags, deployed 7 satellite tags, and logged more
than 500 releases plus 16 recaptures! Our goal is to distribute
450 kits and 6,000 tags in
2022 and you can help us
acheive this goal. Help
the DRP expand in 2022.
Click the icons to the left
to support our tagging
program and fisheries
research.

Do you fish offshore
and wonder how you
can help support
conservation of your
offshore fishing
passion? One great
way to do that is to
support long-running
tagging programs
such as
the DRP. Click the
image above or
this link to purchase
program tags or
apparel to help
support our work in conserving and researching one of the
ocean's most iconic offshore game fish species.

To Donate by Check click here,
Make Checks out to: Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish
Research Program

Building our Fisheries Research Foundation

Mail to:
Wessley Merten, Ph.D.
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506,
Newport, RI, 02840,

We recently published
our 2021 990-EZ which
documents, in detail, our
501(c)(3)'s financial records for
public examination. Over the
past four years, we have
worked extremely hard to
expand the Dolphinfish
Research Program, fisheries
research in the Caribbean Sea and Eastern Tropical Pacific
Ocean, publish technical and nontechnical literature, initiate new fisheries studies, and build
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All 2022 Financial Supporters
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